Proceedings of the 2021 US Chess Board of Delegates Meeting
August 7-8, 2021
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
This document is an overview of the meeting and includes the official documentation of motions.
More details and the discussions may be found in the video files located on the US Chess
website.
SESSION 1
Saturday, August 7
US Chess President Michael Hoffpauir called the meeting to order.
In remembrance, a list of names was read of those within the chess community who had passed
on since the last meeting and a moment of silence was observed.
The delegate roll was called and a quorum was established. (See Appendix A for a list of
delegates present.)
DM21-01/ADM21-01 (Executive Board)
Approve the following Delegates-at-Large (DALs) whose terms have expired or are expiring
this year:
• Dewain Barber
• Randall Hough
• Rachel Lieberman
• Robert John McCrary
• Mike Nolan
• Allen Priest
PASSED
DM21-02/ADM21-02 (Mike Hoffpauir, VA)
I move that Mike Nolan be appointed parliamentarian.
PASSED
DM21-03 (Mike Hoffpauir, VA)
I move that the delegates approve establishing a Conflict of Interest Committee consisting of the
following members: David Day, Leila D’Aquin, Kimberly Doo, and Mike Nolan.
PASSED
DM21-04/ADM21-03 (Richard Koepcke, CA-N; Robert Messenger, MA)
Move that the minutes of the 2020 Special Delegates Meeting, as available to the Delegates
present in Cherry Hill, New Jersey be accepted.
PASSED
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DM21-05/ADM21-04 (Richard Koepcke, CA-N; Robert Messenger, MA)
Move the Delegates approve the advance agenda for the 2021 Delegates Meeting and approve
the standing rules as printed in the Delegates Call.
PASSED
DM21-06/ADM21-05 (David Hater, GA)
The Delegates certify the results of the 2021 Executive Board Election. There were three
candidates for three seats: Randy Bauer (received 1072 votes), Kevin Prior (received 1031
votes), and John Fernandez (received 972 votes). The top two vote getters, Mr. Bauer and Mr.
Prior, will serve 4-year terms. Mr. Fernandez will serve a 2-year term. This is a transitional term
from a seven member executive board to an eight member executive board. There were 3961
registered voters; 1295 returned a ballot. We did electronic voting this year: 52.8% of the
electronic ballots where returned. 25.4% of mailed ballots were returned.
PASSED
DM21-07/ADM21-06 (Richard Koepcke, CA-N; Robert Messenger, MA)
Pursuant to Article III, Section 9 of the Bylaws, the Delegates have reviewed the promotional
memberships offered by the Executive board in 2020 and authorize their continuation.
PASSED
DM21-08/ADM21-07 (Richard Koepcke, CA-N; Robert Messenger, MA)
The Delegates have reviewed the financial information about expenditures and the status of funds
in the Players Health and Benefit Fund and approve the report on those items, a report required by
DM 11-51.
PASSED
At this time the Conflict of Interest Committee was convened to review the Conflict of Interest
forms.
The next item on the agenda were the reports by the President and staff members.

THE PRESIDENT’S REPORT
President Hoffpauir began by noting the challenges that US Chess faced due to the ongoing
pandemic and the flexibility of the organization in adapting to the new set of circumstances. He
lauded the responsiveness of organizers, tournament directors, and players, as the organization
shifted its emphasis to online play. He noted the following achievements and important factors in
adapting to the changes faced from August of 2020 to August of 2021:
• The establishment of online ratings that were implemented in tournaments with multiple
time controls and for all levels of play.
• The successful work of the Online Play Task Force under the leadership of Ryan Velez.
• The review of the fair play methods of online vendors, including Chess.com, Internet
Chess Club, and Lichess with many volunteer hours from committee members and other
members of US Chess.
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•
•
•
•

The dedication of Tournament Directors in adapting to the use of online fair play
methods and the review of issues that arise.
The importance of the financial expertise of VP of Finance Unruh, Vice President Bauer,
Board Member David Day, Executive Director Meyer, and Senior Accountant Debra
Robison in guiding US Chess through rough financial waters.
The growing sponsorship and donation program.
US Chess’s ongoing partnership with the US Chess Trust.

President Hoffpauir expressed confidence in US Chess’s ability to adapt to any future challenges.
President Hoffpauir checked with David Day of the Conflict of Interest Committee who reported
that it had found no problematic conflicts of interest.

THE VICE PRESIDENT OF FINANCE’S REPORT
VP of Finance of Unruh acknowledged the challenges of the past year and noted things that
contributed to ending the fiscal year with a positive bottom line:
• Staff cost controls.
• Organic cost reductions from not holding online tournaments.
• Good investment markets.
• Donations.
He then noted that the coming year is expected to be much different. He drew attention to the
following items in the 2021-2023 budget:
• 85% membership revenue recovery anticipated.
• Staff pay increases.
• The amount allocated for the continuing IT upgrade.
• General & Administrative cost increases due to returning to OTB play.
• The inclusion of FIDE-related events and their costs.
To end his report, VP of Finance Unruh presented the Executive Board’s motion to approve the
budget. President Hoffpauir then opened the floor for questions or comments. The following
points were made before the vote was taken:
• Adult membership has been recovering more quickly than scholastic membership
(Executive Director at the request of the President).
• Appreciation for the work of the Executive Board in managing the organization’s
finances (Jim Eade, CA-N).
• The lack of an allocation for the use of the pilot programs within the purview of the
subcommittees of the Programs Committee (Bill Brock, IL; Chair of Programs
Committee).
DM21-09/ADM21-08 (Executive Board)
Approve the US Chess Budget for 2021-2023.
PASSES
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THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
Executive Director Meyer began by reviewing membership trends over the past year to highlight
the impact of the pandemic and also the positive signs of recovery.
She noted the importance of creating online play opportunities as key to navigating the past year
and thanked all who embraced those opportunities. She provided a graph of the number of OTB
rated games versus the number of online rated games played over the past fiscal year.
She then reviewed some of US Chess’s activities over the past fiscal year, including the
following:
EVENTS
• The invitationals were offered as online events.
• The organization made ongoing adjustments to improve the flow of online events with
help from the Scholastic Council, Tournament Directors, and online platforms.
• The Executive Board approved a policy to allow organizers of contracted events to
change an in-person event to an online event at their discretion.
• The Executive Board created a task force committee for reviewing and updating
correspondence chess rules and modes of operation.
• Staff adapted to the parameters set by FIDE once they decided to run online events.
• A total of 78 Women’s and girl’s programs, both existing and new, were moved online or
started online.
GOVERNANCE
• A 2020 Special Delegates Meeting was held online.
• Executive Board meetings were held online monthly.
• Online professional development opportunities for members were held online.
• A New Delegates Seminar was provided online in 2021.
DEVELOPMENT
• A high level of charitable giving was sustained in the 2020-2021 fiscal year.
Executive Director Meyer acknowledged staff and contract changes over the past year:
• US Chess hired a CFO.
• Past president Allen Priest was thanked for acting as volunteer CFO and for providing US
Chess with a firm financial foundation and structures that helped the organization
weather the present challenges.
• Several long-time staff moved on and one passed away.
• A new Ratings/Technical Manager and a new Art Director were hired.
In addition, Executive Director Meyer expressed gratitude to:
• The Executive Board members for their leadership during difficult times.
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Outgoing Board member Ryan Velez for his service.
New Board members John Fernandez and Kevin Pryor.
US Chess sponsors: the Saint Louis Chess Club, the US Chess Trust, Chess.com, the
Internet Chess Club and the New Jersey State Chess Federation.
Both major donors and all donors who contribute as they are able.
All volunteers: the Board, committee members, delegates, and all of the spontaneous
helpers at events.
The dedicated staff team.

THE SENIOR DIRECTOR OF STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION’S REPORT
Senior Director of Strategic Communications Dan Lucas began by providing a list of activities
that full under the umbrella of the Communications department:
• Magazine production: Chess Life and Chess Life Kids
• Annual Reports
• The Delegates Call
• Election Ballots
• Tournament Programs
• Chess Life Online
• Press Releases
• E-mail blasts: TLA Announcements for organizers and affiliates, as well as US Chess
announcements
• Social Media Content: Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Linkedin, and Youtube
• Podcasts by Staff: One Move at a Time, Cover Story, Lady Time, Chess Underground
• Departmental graphics
• The Rule Book: print, kindle and online versions
• Medal designs
• Event Banners
Director Lucas then provided examples of how the various media outlets have worked together
to promote chess news and discussed his experience with the effectiveness of some strategies and
the lack of success with others.
Director Lucas noted how the Netflix program Queen’s Gambit and Tani Adewumi becoming
our currently-youngest Master garnered exposure for US Chess on major news outlets, including
print, television and online.
Director Lucas closed by introducing and thanking the Communications department team.
THE DIRECTOR OF EVENTS’ REPORT
Director of Events Reed began by noting the impact of the pandemic on US Chess’s national
events that are usually held in person. He highlighted the following items from the 2020-2021
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events season:
• Two major events were replaced with online play: the K-12 Nationals and the
SuperNationals.
• Independent organizers, the Executive Board and the Scholastic Council were consulted
during the effort to convert major tournaments to online play.
• Issues with the K-12 Show Down tournament (created to replace the K-12 Nationals)
with Chesskid.com.
• The success of the Online Rapid tournament with InternetChessClub.
• The thought processes behind the format for the National Online Scholastic
Championship (created to replace the SuperNationals) with InternetChessClub.
• The creation of other events to fill the lack of play options available until state and local
organizers began to provide their own online events.
• Two international online tournaments with Romania and Ireland.
• A TD show hosted on Twitch by Chris Bird.
• The importance of ICC and Chess.com as partners in hosting online events.
• The challenges of qualifying players for international FIDE events.
• A review of new titles for players.
Director of Events Reed then reviewed what could be expected in the 2021-2022 events season:
• The K-12 Nationals and Spring Scholastics will be held in person.
• The expectation of future mask requirements at events into the indefinite future.
• The intent to establish of some recurring online events offered by US Chess, which will
be available for bid.
• The continued effect of the pandemic on sending delegations to international
competitions.
Director of Events Reed closed by introducing the events staff and thanking them for their
versatility and willingness to step up during challenging times.
THE FIDE ZONAL PRESIDENT’S REPORT
FIDE Zonal President Allen Priest began by speaking about the role and duties of a Zonal
President. He stressed the importance of staying engaged with colleagues in Central and South
America who are part of our FIDE Continental Association. He mentioned working with FIDE
Delegate Michael Khodarkovsky in advancing the interests of US players. He noted the desire of
FIDE to hold an in-person Olympiad in Moscow in 2022 and to hold a general assembly before
the end of 2021; however, the continuing effects of the pandemic cause doubt about whether
these events will be possible. He closed by emphasizing the necessity of cultivating positive
international relationships by being present at FIDE meetings and events.
The President then called for a lunch recess.
SESSION 2
Saturday, August 7
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President Hoffpauir began by drawing delegates’ attention to materials available to them. He
stated that all committee reports submitted appeared in the Delegates Call and then moved on to
the election of Delegate-appointed committees.
DM21-10/ADM21-09 (Chuck Unruh, OK; Mike Hoffpauir, VA)
I move that the Delegates approve and elect the following individuals to continued service on the
Audit Committee:
● Allen Priest
● Jon Haskel
● Randy Bauer
● Chuck Unruh
PASSED
DM/21-11/ADM21-10 (Chuck Unruh, OK)
I move that the Delegates approve and elect the following individuals for Trustee service on the
Life Member Asset Trust:
● Allen Priest
● Leroy Dubeck
● Beatriz Marinello
● Michael Hoffpauir
● Chuck Unruh
● Peter Dyson
● David Grimaud
● Steve Doyle
● Dov Gorman
● Tim Redman
● Jim Bedenbaugh
PASSED
DM21-12/ADM21-11 (Myron Lieberman, AZ; David Hater, GA)
Move that the Delegates approve and elect the following individuals to the Election Committee:
• Myron Lieberman
• Mike Nietman
• Kenneth Sloan
• Andrew Thall
PASSED
DM21-13 (Guy Hoffman, WI)
I move that the following members be appointed to the Bylaws Committee:
• Sandeep Alampalli
• Alex Lumelsky
• Leila D’Aquin
• John McCrary
• Guy Hoffman
• Dave Mehler
• Randy Hough
• Bob Messenger
• Richard Koepcke
• Allen Priest
• Gerald Larson
• Andy Rea
• Myron Lieberman
PASSED
DM21-14 (Hal Terrie, NH)
The Ethics Committee nominates the following individuals to their committee:
• Noreen Davisson
• Harold Stenzel
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• Hal Terrie
• Anand Dommalapati
• Paul Kolojeski
• Jim Mennella
• Myron Thomas
PASSED

•
•
•
•

Randy Hough
Martha Underwood
Aris Marghetis
Tom Langland

President Hoffpauir noted that there was no Old Business and called up Allen Priest (DAL) to
begin the consideration of New Business with the reading of the motions from the Membership
Meeting.

NEW BUSINESS
For the record, Mike Nietman read the first motion from the Membership Meeting establishing
the 2021 Additional Delegates, which passed 24-0 at the Membership Meeting.
MM21-01 (Mike Nietman, WI)
Per Article V Section 9 of the US Chess bylaws, the US Chess membership Meeting may elect
up to 5 Additional Delegates for a term that expires on June 1 of the following year at the start of
the Membership Meeting from persons who are present and have previously served as Delegates
in at least one of the last five years. Therefore be it resolved that the 2021 US Chess Membership
meeting elect as Additional Delegates to the 2021 US Chess Delegates Meeting the following:
• Ken Sloan (AL)
• Lawrence Cohen (IL)
• Harold Scott (NY)
• Alex Relyea (NH)
This motion is not voted on at the Delegates Meeting since it is an action of the members at the
Membership Meeting independent of the Delegates.
Before introducing the motions from the Membership Meeting, Mr. Priest noted that since they
were both Bylaws changes they require 2/3 votes in favor to pass.
Mr. Priest then explained the primary elements of the first motion, the text of which was
distributed to the delegates.
Before the following motion was voted on, it was established that it would be in effect for the
next Executive Board election and a friendly amendment by David Day (EB) was accepted to
change the underlined portion of the second proposed change from “Replace Art VI, Section
5D4)” to “Replace the last paragraph of Art VI, Section 5”.
DM21-15/MM21-02 (Mike Hoffpauir, VA; Randy Bauer, IA; Allen Priest, KY)
Replace Art VI, Section 5C with the following text: “Once a candidate is nominated, the
candidate may purchase email addresses and/or mailing labels of Voting Members at the same
rate as affiliates. Each purchase is for one-time use and only for one email or one postal mailing
per Voting Member. Emails shall be transmitted to Voting Members by the US Chess office using
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Blind Courtesy Copy protocols. Mailings to Voting Members through U.S. postal mail or the
equivalent shall be executed only by a competent third-party professional mailing house under
direct contract with US Chess. The terms of the US Chess contract with the third-party mailing
house shall contain specifications to prohibit the mailing house from using the Voting Members’
information for any other purpose, from sharing the Voting Members’ information with other
parties, and from retaining the information beyond the time required to complete the mailing
process.”
Replace the last paragraph of Art 6, Section 5 with the following text: “The Executive Director
shall forward the names of such candidates to the Election Committee for certification of
eligibility to serve as an Executive Board Member. Upon certification by the Election
Committee, said candidates are certified as official write-in candidates, and may pay US Chess
to send emails or postal mailings to Voting Members as specified in Article VI, section 5C of the
Bylaws. Upon certification of official write-In candidates, the Election Committee shall promptly
notify all nominated candidates of the official write-in candidates.”
PASSED with none opposed
Mr. Priest then introduced the following motion. Friendly amendments were suggested and
accepted, resulting in the final wording below.
DM21-16/MM21-03 (Mike Hoffpauir, VA; Randy Bauer, IA; Allen Priest, KY)
Proposed ByLaws Change: Replace Article IX, Section 19 with the following text: “Section
19. Severability. If a court of competent jurisdiction interprets, or an authorized legislative
body enacts, laws or regulations that render invalid or unenforceable a portion of these
ByLaws, the unaffected portion shall remain in full force and effect.”
PASSED by 2/3 majority
Vice President Bauer introduced the following motion. The Chair of the Bylaws then stated that
the Bylaws Committee and those present at the Bylaws Workshop approved this change.
DM21-17/ADM21-12 (Randy Bauer, IA)
Article V Section 7. Special Delegates Meeting. Special Delegates Meetings can be called by
the President or by more than half the members of the Executive Board. Notice of a meeting and
its purposes and an agenda must be sent by mail to all delegates and alternate delegates at least
30 days before the meeting.
Additional notification may be provided by e-mail or FAX. The notice and agenda shall also be
placed on the US Chess website at least 30 days in advance of the meeting. The Special Delegates
Meeting has authority to act upon advance agenda items but does not have the authority to take
action unrelated to the advance agenda items.
All Executive Board members shall have at least 7 days’ advance notice before the notice of the
meeting is sent. Items can only be placed on the advance agenda by the President or any two
Executive Board members.
A quorum shall consist of one third of all Delegates and Delegates will be certified in the same
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manner as at the Annual Delegates Meeting.
If the meeting notice so provides, the meeting can take place by video teleconference at
advance designated sites announced in the call of the meeting. for purposes of establishing a
quorum and voting. Delegates must be present in person at a meeting site and visible on the
video teleconference.
PASSED by 2/3 majority
Delegate Steve Morford (CA-S) presented the following motion. Delegate-at-Large Dewain
Barber (CA-S) also spoke in favor of US Chess considering the addition of a national tournament
for the disabled and made the motion to refer the motion to the National State Invitationals
Committee and the Accessibility and Special Circumstances Committee.
DM21-18/ADM21-13 (Dewain Barber, CA-S; Steve Morford, CA-S; Dylan Quercia, CAS; Sean J. Manross, CA-S; Brian Glover, CA-S; Jim Mennella, CA-S; Alan Kantor, TN)
The US Chess Federation (US Chess) shall sanction and organize an annual National Tournament
of State Champions of the Disabled, which offers an online option.
REFERRED to the National State Invitationals Committee and the Accessibility and
Special Circumstances Committee
Delegate-at-Large Allen Priest raised the issue of the following motion (ADM21-14) being out
of order because it conflicted with current Bylaws.
Delegate-at-Large Beatriz Marinello (NY), one of the original makers of the ADM21-14,
proposed that the motion be referred to the Executive Board to create a task force. She advocated
that it was a humanitarian consideration intended to allow those whose age or medical conditions
prevent them from traveling. Others came forward to support the spirit of the motion and
referral.
DM21-19/ADM21-14 (Beatriz Marinello, NY; Dr. Leroy Dubeck, NJ; Sean Manross,
CA-S; Dewain Barber, CA-S; Tom Langland, CA-N; Jim Eade, CA-N; Alan Kantor,
TN; Blaine Webb, AK)
US Chess Federation Delegates who are senior citizens over 65 years old and Delegates with
underlying health conditions may attend the Delegates Meetings virtually.
Requests for this accommodation should be sent to the US Chess office by June 1 of the year of
the meeting.
REFERRED to the Executive Board to create a task force to study, investigate, and issue a
report and recommendation regarding the feasibility of hybrid delegates meetings that would
allow remote participation.
Vice President of Finance Chuck Unruh (OK) introduced the following motion.
DM21-20/ADM21-15 (LMA Trust Trustees)
Transfer of Life Member dues received to the Life Member Asset Trust.
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Effective immediately, Operations shall retain a one-year equivalent of the adult membership dues
for each new US Chess Life Membership sold, with the residual funds transferred to the Life
Membership Asset Trust on a quarterly basis.
PASSED
Delegate Chris Prosser (TN), the maker of ADM21-16, immediately proposed a substitute
motion.
DM21-21/ADM 21-16 (Chris Prosser, TN)
The US Chess Federation will re-institute a Chess In Education Committee as a stand-alone
committee.
SUBSTITUTED (see DM21-22 below)
Delegate Chris Prosser (TN) then advocated for the new motion (DM21-22 below), particularly
the need for a conversation between US Chess and state Scholastic Coordinators.
Delegate Daniel Rohde (NY), a member of the Scholastic Council, reported that the Scholastic
Council had worked with Mr. Prosser in the composition of the substitute motion and approved
of it. He then moved to refer it to the Executive Board, Executive Director and the Scholastic
Council with the power to implement.
DM21-22 (Chris Prosser, TN)
The US Chess Federation will initiate a State Scholastic Zoom Conference consisting of the
Executive Director of US Chess or her designee, the US Chess Executive Board Liaison(s) to the
Scholastic Committee, the Scholastic Council, and the Scholastic Coordinator(s) from each State
Affiliate.
REFERRED to the Executive Board, Executive Director and the Scholastic Council with
the power to implement
As President Hoffpauir announced the next motion, Delegate-at-Large Allen Priest (KY)
declared the motion out of order because it conflicts with current Bylaws. The maker of the
motion, Executive Board Member Fun Fong (GA) asked for clarification. Some history
regarding the issue within the organization and Illinois law was provided by Mr. Priest. The
maker of the motion then requested a friendly amendment, which was read by Delegate Chris
Prosser (TN).
Two primary points were expressed by opposition to the motion: that Illinois law does not allow
for proxy voting and that meeting procedures already allow for alternates or others to speak with
the approval of the delegates.
After continued opposition to the motion from members of the Bylaws Committee, Mr. Fong
proposed that it be referred to the Bylaws Committee for consideration. Chair of Bylaws
Committee Guy Hoffman (WI) reported the Bylaws Committee’s prior vote on motion ADM2117 as 0-9 opposed and he reported that those attending the Bylaws Workshop as voting 1-15-1.
Mr. Fong then expressed the intent of the motion to develop US Chess’s leadership and
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infrastructure and challenged those present to bring mentees to meetings.
A motion was made by Mr. Priest to postpone the motion indefinitely and that motion passed.
DM21-23/ADM21-17 (Fun Fong, GA)
Title: “Tag-Team” voting privilege for Alternate Delegates
Purpose: To allow Alternate Delegates to substitute for Delegates for the purpose of debate and
vote on one or more issues as allowed by a Delegate.
Renumber Article V, Section 5 (B) to Section 5 (C)
Add Article V, Section 5 (B):
“A properly credentialed Alternate Delegate may substitute for a designated Delegate not seated
on the Board of Delegates meeting floor. Substitutions between designated Delegates and
alternates may only take place once debate and voting on the current motion under consideration
has been completed. A Delegate or an Alternate Delegate may not serve simultaneously as an
Alternate Delegate for more than one component body. A Delegate may reclaim his voting
privilege on the meeting floor any time debate and voting on a current motion under consideration
has been completed.
If the number of Alternate Delegates is insufficient to fill all Delegate positions for a component
body, then a member of that component body may be seated as a Delegate pro-tem by either the
concurrence of an officer of the component body or upon written request to the Board of
Delegates’ presiding officer with a majority vote of the Board of Delegates. Disputes regarding
the assignment of Delegate pro-tem positions will be decided by the presiding officer.
A Delegate representing one Organizational Unit may not simultaneously represent another
Organizational Unit as a Delegate or Alternate Delegate.”
Proposed friendly amendments to DM21-23/ADM21-17:
Rename title “Debate privilege for Alternate Delegates”
Remove “and vote” from purpose
Remove:
“A properly credentialed Alternate Delegate may substitute for a
designated Delegate not seated on the Board of Delegates meeting floor.
Substitutions between designated Delegates and alternates may only take
place once debate and voting on the current motion under consideration
has been completed. A Delegate or an Alternate Delegate may not serve
simultaneously as an Alternate Delegate for more than one component
body. A Delegate may reclaim his voting privilege on the meeting floor
any time debate and voting on a current motion under consideration has
been completed.”
Add
“Without objection, or with unanimous consent approval vote by the governing body,
a properly credentialed Delegate may yield their debate time for the current motion
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under consideration to a properly submitted Alternate Delegate from their state
contingent not seated on the Board of Delegates meeting floor. The Alternate
Delegate will not have voting privileges.”
POSTPONED INDEFINITELY
Executive Board Member Fun Fong (GA) introduced the following motion, including an
explanation of the work of the Correspondence Chess Task Force. David Hater, the Executive
Board Liaison to the Rules Committee, reported that a vote was taken at the Rules Workshop
with those in attendance falling in favor 16-0.
DM21-24/ADM21-18 (Fun Fong, GA)
Purpose: The US Chess Correspondence Chess Working Group and US Chess staff have
obtained consensus in updating and streamlining US Chess Correspondence Rules for the 21st
century. The Working Group is submitting revised US Chess correspondence rules to the Board
of Delegates for approval.
Some of the other major rule changes are:
● References to the US Chess Correspondence Chess Director now refer to “TD.”
● Specific references to US Correspondence Chess events have been removed.
● Rules dedicated to postal correspondence chess now relate to both postal and electronic
correspondence chess.
● Removal of the Executive Director as the appeal process to now follow the appeals
process provided in the US Chess Official Rules of Chess.
● An addition of an allowable time control section incorporating the Daily Chess method
found on popular chess servers and the addition of a “maximum of 10 days for any one
move” to the US Chess standard time control for our events. This is to potentially speed
up the games and reduce the number of “time complaints” received.
● Penalties for impossible, ambiguous, illegible moves or failing to confirm opponent’s last
move are now at the discretion of the TD and each event can specify whether these rules
will be in effect.
● The main rule for overstep of time now results in loss of game. However, a variation was
added to allow the TD to provide a less severe penalty for their events.
● Repeats should now be sent after 14 days instead of 10 days. Time complaints file with
the TD after 28 days instead of 20 days.
● Significant changes were made to the withdrawal/forfeit section to allow a TD to rule a
silent withdrawal if a player does not respond within a reasonable amount of time to the
TDs enquiries.
● Games submitted as forfeit wins/losses will be based on the number of moves completed
and the amount of time a game has been in progress. No such definition was included in
the previous rules or rating regulations for CC events.
US Chess Correspondence Rules, last revised December 31, 1991, currently reads:
US Chess Correspondence Rules
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These rules superseded previous versions and apply to all Correspondence Chess tournaments
and matches starting after December 31, 1991.
Your Pledge:
I undertake to conform to the rules and objectives of US Chess Correspondence Chess, to
respond promptly to all chess correspondence and to maintain a high standard of courtesy,
sociability, and good fellowship at all times in my contacts with other members. I also
understand that I have a responsibility to complete my games.
Your Responsibilities as a Player
1. You must be a US Chess member for the duration of your play in any tournament. You must
abide by the latest edition of the US Chess Federation's Official Rules of Chess, except when
inappropriate for correspondence play. In case of conflict, correspondence rules take
precedence. You are responsible for knowing the rules. By entering correspondence events, you
agree to follow directions of the correspondence chess director (CCD), to respond to any
legitimate inquiry, and to provide requested information. Players must enter tournaments only
in their own names, unless approval for other action is granted by the CCD. A player who
withdraws may be denied entry to new events. If you withdraw without proper notice to your
opponent and the CCD, it will be the decision of the CCD as to whether or not you will be
allowed to play in another CC event.
2. You are expected to act courteously toward opponents. The CCD will forfeit players who use
abusive or insulting language or who are disruptive. In case of conflict, you should try to come
to an agreement with your opponent.
3. You may consult chess books and periodicals but not other players. You cannot use a
computer or computer program (chess playing algorithms) to evaluate a game, but you may use
computers for record keeping and databases.
4. In case of appeals, retain all game records (including move cards) for at least four months
after receiving notice of a game result. Otherwise, you may find yourself without a defense to an
opponent's claim.
Reflection Time
5. Every day counts as reflection time including Sundays and holidays. For each 10 moves (110, 11-20,..) you have 30 days of reflection time.
You may carry unused time over into the next 10-move series. Reflection time is calculated for
postal from the date the move is received until the date it is posted. For email it is calculated
from the date your opponent posts his/her move to the date you post a reply. You are charged a
day of reflection time for each 24-hour period from the time the move was posted. Example, if
your opponent posts a move at 11:50 PM on March 22nd, you have until 11:49 PM March 23rd
to post a reply without being charged a day's reflection time. If your reply is posted at 11:55
PM on March 23rd, you are charged with one day of reflection time. If you post a reply at
11:55 PM on March 24th, you are charged with two days reflection time, etc. If you post or
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send your reply at 11:48 PM March 24th, you are charged with one day of reflection time.
There is no transit time in email games.
6. You must advise the CCD and your opponents of address changes in advance or at the latest
within seven days of vacating previous premises. Also email address changes. If you don't, five
days will be charged as reflection time.
Transmitting Moves
7. You must use English algebraic notation unless you and your opponent agree on another
system. All games shall be conducted using written or typed correspondence unless otherwise
otherwise indicated. Transmitted moves, including conditional moves, are binding if the moves
are legal. If an illegal or ambiguous move is transmitted as part of a conditional move set, the
moves immediately proceeding the illegal or ambiguous move are binding. Missing or mistaken
announcement of check, capture, or "e.p." does not invalidate a move. Diagrams or
commentary have no significance in disputes over move legality.
8. You can purchase convenient postcards for sending moves through the mail at
https://www.uscfsales.com/correspondence-chess-move-mail-card-50-pack.html. Your move
card must contain:
a.

Names and addresses of both players;

b.

Section and game numbers;

c.

The previous move sent and your response;

d. For conditional moves, the move sent immediately prior to the conditional move(s), all
conditional moves you accept, and your response;
e.

Receipt and postmark dates of your opponent’s previous move and the date of your reply;

f.

Time used on current move by you and your opponent;

g. Current reflection time totals.
If you do not include "f." and "g." with your moves, you cannot claim a win on time.
In the Golden Knights Finals, Absolute Championship, and other events deemed appropriate by
US Chess, there is also a five-day penalty for:
a. Impossible, ambiguous or illegible move(s);
b. Failing to confirm your opponent's last move. An impossible move is a move which cannot be
played as recorded. Notify your opponent immediately of your finding. An impossible move or
an illegible move in no way obliges the player to move the piece in question. In a case of an
ambiguous move, the ambiguous move must be clarified and executed. For example, if your
opponent writes Nd2 and either Nbd2 or Nfd2 can be made, the person writing the ambiguous
move must execute Nbd2 or Nfd2. Clerical errors are binding and once posted, can in no way
be taken back.
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9. To offer conditional moves, send them as a series of consecutively numbered moves. To
accept conditional moves, acknowledge them as you would other moves. You can accept a
series of conditional moves in whole or in part. Conditional moves are binding only until the
next reply.
Example: you are responding to your opponent's second move, 2. Nf3. You want to reply 2. ...
Nc6 and offer two conditional moves. Your card should have the following appearance:
1. e4 e5
2. Nf3 Nc6
If 3. Bb5, then 3. ... a6
If 3. Bc4, then 3. ... Nf6
A typical opponent's reply might be:
2. Nf3 Nc6
3. Bb5 a6
4. Bxc6 ...
(or 4. Bc6 ...
or 4. B:c6 ...)
There is no penalty for misrecording an "if" move by the sending player.
10. If you intend to use more than 10 days on a single move, you must tell your opponent within
one week of receiving his move. If you don't receive your opponent's reply within normal
transmission time plus 10 days, send a repeat. Repeat moves must be labeled as such and must
include all information from the original move. If no reply after one repeat see Rule 13.
Loss on Time Overstep
11. In Golden Knights Finals, the Absolute Championship, and other events deemed
appropriate by US Chess, if a player oversteps the time control (rule #5), he or she will forfeit
the game. In Golden Knights Preliminary and Semi-final rounds and all other US Chess
Correspondence Chess events (excluding the Golden Knights Finals, the Absolute
Championship, and other events deemed appropriate by US Chess), a player who oversteps the
time control on the first occurrence will be given a warning and penalized five days reflection
time on the succeeding 10 moves/30 day time control. If a player violates the time control the
second time, he or she will forfeit the game.
The following is an example of calculating a player's reflection time after a time control
overstep: A player has 30 days to make moves 1-10 inclusive, 60 days to complete moves 11-20,
90 days to complete moves 21-30. A player makes move 18 but uses 61 days, thus overstepping
the second time control. He or she is penalized five days reflection time. The five days are
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added to the reflection time he or she has used (61+5) and the player has 24 days to make
moves 19-30.
Excused Time
12. You may take up to 30 days of excused time a calendar year. Additional emergency time
may be granted at the discretion of the CCD. You must take excused time for all games in a
section. To take excused time, simply notify your opponents and the CCD in advance. If you
send a move, your excused time ends immediately. If your opponent takes excused time, you
should respond to unanswered moves normally because your reflection time is still counted.
Submitting Time Complaints
13. You may submit a time complaint when your opponent has exceeded his or her allotted
reflection time or has failed to respond to a repeat move within 10 days, excluding transmission
time. Time complaints should include a full explanation of the facts.
14. Any dispute you cannot resolve or any claim of repeated or willful rule violation must be
submitted to the CCD. Relevant evidence must be included. Whenever possible, continue play
while the complaint is being considered. Your complaint should include:
a. Section and game numbers;
b. Names, ID numbers, and addresses of both players;
c. Game score;
d. Supporting documentation (photocopies are acceptable unless the CCD asks for originals).
Any complaint must be postmarked within seven days of the time a person becomes aware of the
alleged infraction. Failure to comply with the above, including a, b, c, and d, negates your
claim.
Reporting Game Results
15. The winner must report the result to the CCD immediately upon conclusion of the game. In
case of draws, White must report result. the It is a good idea for the other player to submit the
result, labeling it “duplicate report.” Reports must include section and game numbers as well
as the names and ID numbers of both players.
Thirty-Month Limit and Adjudications
16. A US Chess correspondence game must end after thirty (30) months from when the event
begins. Either player may submit the game for adjudication postmarked one week after the
tournament's end date. The player submitting the adjudication must provide the following to the
CCD:
a. The score of the game;
b. Diagram of the position before adjudication;
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c. Claim of win or draw;
d. Any analysis to support claim (optional).
If neither player submits the adjudication material within one week after the tournament's end
date, the game is scored as a ratable draw. The CCD is not required to provide the basis for the
adjudication result.
Ratings
17. Once play begins, games are rated whether they conclude normally or by forfeit. If your
rating decreases by one or more rating classes as a result of forfeits or withdrawals, you will be
required to enter prize tournaments in the rating class you occupied before the forfeits.
Penalties
18. The CCD may assess penalties for violations of these rules. Penalties include, but are not
limited to, informal reprimands, warnings, reflection time reduction, forfeitures, or withdrawal.
Warnings are usually issued before more severe penalties, but the CCD may skip this step.
Smooth and timely completion of games is the main consideration. Penalties will be assessed as
necessary to accomplish this purpose.
Appeals
19. You may appeal the CCD's ruling to the Executive Director. Your appeal must be made in
writing within seven days of the ruling. US Chess, Attn: Carol Meyer, Executive Director, PO
Box 3967, Crossville, TN 38557.
Player Replacements
20. A withdrawn player may be replaced at the option of the CCD. There will be no
replacement for a withdrawn player against whom a win, loss, or draw has been scored in
actual play. A withdrawn player will not be replaced 60 days after the tournament start date.
GLOSSARY
adjudication: A judge's determination of a game's result, based on best play by both sides.
ambiguous move: A move in which two chess pieces of the same kind can be transferred to a
new square and the player does not specify which chess piece. Example, knights on b1 and f3
can be moved to d2. The move "Nd2" is ambiguous because it does not specify which knight is
being transferred. The correct transmission is either "Nbd2" or "Nfd2."
conditional or "if" moves: An attempt to save time and postage by offering a plausible
continuation beyond the required response. Conditional moves are binding if the recipient
accepts the continuations. The game must then follow the indicated continuation, or any part
accepted in sequence.
correspondence chess director (CCD): Official responsible for the supervision and direction of
a correspondence chess tournament.
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English algebraic: Conventional algebraic notation with abbreviations of the English names
for the pieces: for example, Nf3 or Ng1-f3 or Bc1-f4; "x" or ":" for capture is standard. A full
explanation of this system is available from the US Chess office. Please enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.
excused time: Time-outs when play is suspended for leaves or for special circumstances with
the approval of the CCD.
illegal move: A move which violates the rules of chess.
impossible move: A move which cannot be played as recorded.
Official Rules of Chess: 7th edition, available online at https://new.uschess.org/news/7thedition-rule- book-chapters-now-available-download.
reflection time: The time between a player's receipt of a move and the postmarking of his
response.
time control: Each player must make 10 moves in 30 days of reflection time. Time saved in a
control carries forward. Unusual delays within this limit warrant advanced notice to the
opponent(s).
transmission time: The time a move is in the custody of the Postal Service, that is, from the
postmark date to date of delivery at the recipient's address.

PROPOSED REVISIONS to the US Chess Correspondence Chess Rules
US Chess Correspondence Chess Rules
2021 Proposed Revision
These rules supersede previous versions and apply to all US Chess Correspondence Chess rated
tournaments.
Your Pledge:
I undertake to conform to the rules and objectives of US Chess Correspondence Chess (CC), to
respond promptly to all chess correspondence and to maintain a high standard of courtesy,
sociability, and good fellowship at all times in my contacts with other members. I also
understand that I have a responsibility to complete my games.
Your Responsibilities as a Player
1. You must be a US Chess member for the duration of your play in any tournament. You must
abide by the latest edition of the US Chess Federation's Official Rules of Chess, except when
inappropriate for correspondence play. In case of conflict, correspondence rules take
precedence. You are responsible for knowing the rules. By entering correspondence events, you
agree to follow directions of the Tournament Director (TD), to respond to any legitimate
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inquiry, and to provide requested information. Players must enter tournaments only in their own
names, unless approval for other action is granted by the TD. A player who withdraws may be
denied entry to new events. If you withdraw without proper notice to your opponent and the TD,
the TD may provide this information to the US Chess Correspondence Chess Director (CCD)
who may determine whether you will be allowed to enter future US Chess CC events.
2. You are expected to act courteously toward opponents. The TD will forfeit players who use
abusive or insulting language or who are disruptive. In case of conflict, you should try to come
to an agreement with your opponent.
3. You may consult chess books and periodicals but not other players. You cannot use
computer programs or chess playing algorithms to evaluate a move, but you may use computers
for record keeping and databases.
4. In case of appeals, retain all game records (move cards or emails) for at least four months
after receiving notice of a game result. Otherwise, you may find yourself without a defense to
an opponent's claim.
Reflection Time
5. The following time controls are allowable for US Chess CC events:
a. 30 days reflection time for each 10 moves, with a maximum of 10 days for any one move.
You may carry unused time over from one time period into the next time period.
b. A set number of days per move, with a minimum of at least 3 days.
For postal chess, reflection time is calculated from the date the move is received until the
postmarked date of your response. For example, if your move is received on March 22nd and
your response is postmarked on March 22nd (the same date) you will have used zero days
reflection time. However, if your response is postmarked on March 23rd, you will have used
one day reflection time.
For email or correspondence chess servers, reflection time is calculated from the date and time
it is received until the date and time it is emailed or sent. For example, if your move is received
at 11:00AM on March 22nd and your response is sent at 10:59AM on March 23rd, you will
have used zero days reflection time. However, if your response is sent at 11:00AM on March
23rd, you will have used one day reflection time. There is no transit time in email or
correspondence chess server games.
6. Every day counts for reflection time, including Sundays and holidays.
7. You may take up to 30 days of excused time a calendar year. Additional emergency time
may be granted at the discretion of the TD. You must take excused time for all games in a
section. To take excused time, simply notify your opponents and the TD in advance. If you send
a move, your excused time ends immediately. If your opponent takes excused time, you should
respond to unanswered moves normally because your reflection time is still counted.
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8. You must advise the TD and your opponents of address changes (postal or email) in advance
or at the latest within seven days of vacating previous premises. Five days will be charged as
reflection time for failure to comply.
Postal or E-mail Transmission of Moves
9. You must use English algebraic notation unless you and your opponent agree on another
system. All games shall be conducted using written or typed correspondence unless otherwise
indicated. Transmitted moves, including conditional moves, are binding if the moves are legal.
If an illegal or ambiguous move is transmitted as part of a conditional move set, the moves
immediately preceding the illegal or ambiguous move are binding. Missing or mistaken
announcement of check, capture, or "e.p." does not invalidate a move. Diagrams or commentary
have no significance in disputes over move legality.
10. Your move card or email must contain:
a. Names and addresses of both players.
b. Section and game numbers.
c. The previous move sent and your response.
d. For conditional moves, the move sent immediately prior to the conditional move(s), all
conditional moves you accept, and your response.
e. Receipt and postmark dates of your opponent’s previous move and the date of your reply.
f.

Time used on current move by you and your opponent.

g. Current reflection time totals.
If you do not include "f." and "g." with your moves, you cannot claim a win on time.
11. The TD may impose a five-day penalty for:
a. Impossible, ambiguous, or illegible move(s).
b. Failing to confirm your opponent's last move. An impossible move is a move which cannot
be played as recorded. Notify your opponent immediately of your finding. An impossible move
or an illegible move in no way obliges the player to move the piece in question. In a case of an
ambiguous move, the ambiguous move must be clarified and executed. For example, if your
opponent writes Nd2 and either Nbd2 or Nfd2 can be made, the person writing the ambiguous
move must execute Nbd2 or Nfd2. Clerical errors are binding and once sent, can in no way be
taken back.
12. To offer conditional moves, send a series of consecutively numbered moves. To accept
conditional moves, acknowledge them as you would other moves. You can accept a series of
conditional moves in whole or in part. Conditional moves are binding only until the next reply.
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Example: you are responding to your opponent's second move, 2. Nf3. You want to reply 2...
Nc6 and offer two conditional moves. Your card should have the following appearance:
1. e4 e5
2. Nf3 Nc6
If 3. Bb5, then 3... a6
If 3. Bc4, then 3... Nf6
A typical opponent's reply might be:
2. Nf3 Nc6
3. Bb5 a6
4. Bxc6 ...
There is no penalty for misrecording an "if" move by the sending player.
Loss on Time/Repeats/Time Complaints
13. If a player oversteps the time control, he or she will forfeit the game.
Variation 13a. The TD may impose a 5-day reflection time penalty for the first occurrence of a
player who oversteps the time control. If a player violates the time control a second time, they
will forfeit the game.
14. If an opponent fails to reply to a move within 14 days a player must send a repeat move. If
another 14 days has elapsed without a reply to the repeat move, file a time complaint with the
TD and send no more repeats. The complaint must include:
a. The violator's name and address.
b. The Tournament Section.
c.

Date of last move sent.

d. Date of repeat move sent.
e. Reflection time usage.
Once filed, a valid time complaint may not be withdrawn by a complainant and must be
answered by the alleged violator. The disposition of time complaints is the responsibility of the
TD, not the players. In email events, the repeat move must be sent by email.
15. Upon receipt of a time complaint, the TD shall send an official inquiry to the opponent
named. Should the TD receive a valid explanation, he will order the game resumed (if needed)
and no action will be taken. If the explanation is not satisfactory, the TD may impose an
appropriate penalty, as provided for in Rule 20. If no answer is received by the TD within 14
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days from the date the complaint was filed by him, the game(s) may be forfeited. The
complainant shall, in all instances, receive written disposition of any valid time complaint filed.
Disputes
16. Any dispute you cannot resolve or any claim of repeated or willful rule violation must be
submitted to the TD. Relevant evidence must be included. Whenever possible, continue play
while the complaint is being considered. Your complaint should include:
a. Section and game numbers.
b. Name of both players.
c.

Game score.

d. Reflection time usage.
e. Supporting documentation (photocopies are acceptable unless the TD asks for originals).
Any complaint must be sent within seven days of the time a person becomes aware of the
alleged infraction. Failure to provide all the necessary information requested above, negates
your claim.
Reporting Game Results
17. The winner must report the result to the TD immediately upon conclusion of the game. In
case of draws, White must report the result. It is a good idea for the other player to also submit
the result, labeling it "duplicate report." Reports must include section and game numbers as well
as the names and ID numbers of both players.
Thirty-Month Limit and Adjudications
18. A US Chess CC game must end after thirty (30) months from when the event begins. Either
player may submit the game for adjudication, sent no later than one week after the tournament's
end date. The player submitting the adjudication must provide the following to the TD:
a. The score of the game.
b. Diagram of the position before adjudication.
c.

Claim of win or draw.

d. Any analysis to support the claim (optional).
If neither player submits the adjudication material within one week after the tournament's end
date, the game is scored as a rated draw. The TD is not required to provide the basis for the
adjudication result.
Withdrawals/Forfeits
19. If a player forfeits games against two opponents in the same section, all uncompleted games
in that section shall also be forfeited.
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If a player goes silent in all his games, the player's remaining games will be declared a silent
withdrawal by the TD. A mass withdrawal occurs when a player withdraws from all play and
notifies the TD of his intentions. If a player dies, all remaining games of the deceased player
will be treated as a mass withdrawal.
All uncompleted games from either a silent withdrawal or mass withdrawal are recorded as
unrated forfeit losses for the withdrawing player if the game has less than 10 moves completed
for both players and has been in progress for less than 6 months. However, a player may file for
adjudication within 14 days of being notified of the silent withdrawal or mass withdrawal to
claim a rated result by following the adjudication procedures set in Rule 18.
If an uncompleted game has at least 10 moves completed by both players or has been in
progress for at least 6 months, it is recorded as a rated loss for the withdrawing player.
Penalties
20. The TD may assess penalties for violations of these rules. Penalties include, but are not
limited to, informal reprimands, warnings, reflection time reduction, forfeitures, or withdrawal.
Warnings are usually issued before more severe penalties, but the TD may skip this step.
Smooth and timely completion of games is the main consideration.
Appeals
21. Any decision of the Chief TD of an event may be appealed to US Chess.
Appeals in writing must be postmarked within seven days of the end of the tournament to the
US Chess office. Appeals submitted after the seven-day deadline may be considered at the
discretion of the committee hearing the appeal. Appeals may be submitted via e-mail, but the
business office or the committee(s) hearing the appeal may require a signed statement. The
office will refer an appeal to the appropriate committee(s) but may immediately reject obviously
groundless appeals. A good-faith deposit must be included with the appeal. The deposit will be
returned unless the ruling authority finds the appeal to be groundless and rules that the deposit is
to be forfeited. US Chess reserves the right to make final decisions concerning the rules and
procedures that govern its competitions.
Player Replacements
22. A withdrawn player may be replaced at the option of the TD. There will be no replacement
for a withdrawn player against whom a win, loss, or draw has been scored in actual play. A
withdrawn player will not be replaced 60 days after the tournament start date.
GLOSSARY
adjudication: A judge's determination of a game's result, based on best play by both sides.
ambiguous move: A move in which two chess pieces of the same kind can be transferred to a
new square and the player does not specify which chess piece. Example, knights on b1 and f3
could be moved to d2. The move "Nd2" is ambiguous because it does not specify which knight
is being transferred. The correct transmission is either "Nbd2" or "Nfd2."
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conditional or "if" moves: An attempt to save time and postage by offering a plausible
continuation beyond the required response. Conditional moves are binding if the recipient
accepts the continuations. The game must then follow the indicated continuation, or any part
accepted in sequence.
English algebraic: Conventional algebraic notation with abbreviations of the English names for
the pieces: for example, Nf3 or Ng1-f3 or Bc1-f4; "x" or ":" for capture is standard. A full
explanation of this system is available from the US Chess office. Please enclose a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.
excused time: Time-outs when play is suspended for leaves or for special circumstances with
the approval of the TD.
illegal move: A move which violates the rules of chess.
impossible move: A move which cannot be played as recorded. A blank or missing move shall
be treated as an impossible move.
Official Rules of Chess: 7th edition, available online at https://new.uschess.org/news/7thedition-rule-book- chapters-now-available-download.
reflection time: The time between a player's receipt of a move and the postmarking or sending
of his response.
transmission time: The time a move is in the custody of the Postal Service, that is, from the
postmark date to date of delivery at the recipient's address. There is no transmission time in
email or correspondence chess server games.
PASSED with one opposed.
Executive Board Member Fun Fong (GA) introduced the following motion by sharing an
example of organizational change and structure from his professional life. He then moved to
refer the motion to the Executive Board. There was brief discussion before the vote was taken.
DM21-25/ADM21-19 (Fun Fong, GA)
Title: Sections
Purpose: To create an organizational component known as “Sections,” essentially special
interest groups within US Chess. This structure would allow people of different chess interests a
suborganization for the purposes of networking and representation within US Chess. Sections (or
similar suborganizations) exist in many other larger organizations. Unlike Committees, Sections
have no direct line responsibilities, and typically perform functions that are not mission-critical
to US Chess.
Add at the end of Article V, Section 3, sentence 1:
“Sections will be allotted one Alternate Delegate, exclusive of the 125 Alternate Delegate
total.”
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Add after “Each state with 1000 or more US Chess members must have at least two delegates ...
” as a new, independent paragraph:
“Each chartered section shall be entitled to one Delegate as representative of all of the members
of such chartered section if the number of section dues paying and complimentary candidate
members meets the minimum number established by the Executive Board for the charter of that
section based on the membership rolls of US Chess on December 31 of the preceding year.”
Add paragraph to Article V, Section 4:
“Sections shall designate the initial Delegate and Alternate Delegate as provided for in Article V,
Sections 2 and 3, submitting the appointment of Delegates and Alternate Delegates. Sections
must designate their initial Delegates and Alternate Delegates after the conclusion of the Annual
Meeting, by November 1 of that year, or as soon thereafter as feasible. The term of each
Delegate shall commence on January 1 for the year for which selected and continue for one year
and thereafter until a successor is selected and qualified.”
Renumber Article VIII, Section 5 to Section 6:
Add as Article VIII, Section 5:
Section 5: Sections
The Section may have one or more groups of members known as sections to provide for members
who have special areas of interest within the game of Chess, and its associated variants.
Upon the petition of 100 or more members of the Section, the Executive Board may charter such
a section of the Section. Minimum dues and procedures to be followed by a section shall be
determined by the Board of Directors.”
REFERRED to the Executive Board to study further and potentially implement without
Bylaws changes
Delegate Bob Messenger (MA) introduced the following motion. He reported that the motion
had been discussed in the States and Affiliates Committee. A vote wasn’t taken in the committee
but some members of the committee became co-sponsors of the motion. In the States and
Affiliates Workshop those in attendance voted: zero were in favor as written, two were opposed,
11 said it needed more thought. When the workshop attendees were asked whether the motion
should be referred to the States and Affiliates Committee, 11 said yes, 0 said no. Thus Mr.
Messenger moved to refer the motion to the States and Affiliates Committee.
DM21-26/ADM 21-20 (Mike Hoffpauir, VA; Bob Messenger, MA; Kevin Pryor, FL; Fun
Fong, GA)
Purpose: To move elements of DACI 1991-27 (State Chapter Requirements and Recommendations) from the DACI to Article VIII (Organizational Units), Section 2 (Functions) of the Bylaws
and to change the Title of Section 2 to “Functions and Responsibilities of State Chapters.”
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DACI 1991-27. State Chapter Requirements and Recommendations, currently
reads:
The first four items of the following list are required of each State Chapter and the remaining
items are recommendations for each State Chapter:
1. Pay its affiliate membership when due and payable;
2. Certify in writing to the USCF Secretary by the authorized date (November 1st) the
Delegate(s) and Alternate(s), who shall be USCF members, and report how they were
selected (i.e., appointed, elected);
3. Directly sponsor and hold (or arrange for) an annual USCF rated State Championship;
4. Have a formal organizational structure as laid out in bylaws or articles of association which
includes but is not limited to specifying the governing authority and their selection, meeting
schedule and purpose of the State Chapter, and provide opportunities for membership and
participation by all USCF members residing in the State; Each State Chapter shall submit a
copy of their current bylaws or articles of association, and any amendments, as specified
herein. This may be in written or electronic form.
5. Directly sponsor and hold (or arrange for) annual USCF rated Scholastic State High School,
Junior High or Middle School and Elementary School Championships;
6. Directly sponsor and hold (or arrange for) other chess tournaments throughout the State and
be involved in tournament coordination within the State and with the USCF Tournament
Clearinghouse Representative. State Chapters are to support chess throughout the state and
exhibit geographical representation in its tournament sponsorship. Examples include but
are not limited to statewide or geographically rotating; Rated Beginner Open tournaments,
Senior tournaments, weekend Swisses, tornados, quads as well as: participation in National
Chess Day Activities, Regional and/or National Championships;
7. Disseminate a periodical that serves as a State chess journal preserving a record of chess
activities, promotion events, identifying state officers and, in general, providing a regular
mechanism for communicating with its membership. Examples include but are not limited
to: State Bulletins, Newsletters or Magazines;
8. Promote and publicize chess activities through various media, including but not limited to
newspaper articles, television and radio coverage, flyers or notices at libraries, schools and
veteran hospitals. Examples include but are not limited to: chess exhibitions and
simultaneous, tournaments, chess lectures, chess lessons, chess columns and articles in local
and statewide newspapers, chess clubs and meeting lists and announcements; and
9. Responsibly act in the best interests of its entire State Chapter membership, encouraging and
promoting chess activity statewide. The State Chapter affirms its intention to comply with
the duties and responsibilities of credentialed State Chapters.
10. Designate a coordinator to promote participation and events for women and girls within
their state.
Amended 2010-32, 2016-42, 2016-71, 2017-42 (Previously 2019 DACI 8)
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Article VIII: Organizational Units, Section 2. Functions, currently reads:
Section 2. Functions. Each State Chapter shall guide the chess activity within the state in a
manner that provides representation to all groups of chess players within its state. Each State
Chapter shall nominate Delegates and Alternate Delegates as provided in Article V Section 4 of
these Bylaws. Each State Chapter shall fulfill other responsibilities as the Board of Delegates
may from time to time designate.
PROPOSED REVISION to the text of Article VIII, Section 2. of the US Chess Bylaws:
Section 2. Functions and Responsibilities of State Chapters. Each State Chapter shall:
1. Be a current US Chess Affiliate.
2. Responsibly act in the best interests of its State Chapter membership and chess players
across the state, including players who are not members of the chapter or US Chess.
3. Nominate Delegates and Alternate Delegates as provided in Article V Section 4 of these
Bylaws.
4. Comply with state and federal laws, regulations, and statutes for non-profit or for-profit
organizations.
5. Have Bylaws, Articles of Association, or the equivalent document that include as a
minimum: the purpose of the State Chapter; a formal organizational structure; specifications
for governance; selection of Chapter members for positions of authority in the governance
mechanism; frequency and mode by which the governance mechanism meets; and
opportunities for membership in the State Chapter.
6. Provide, no later than November 1st each year, US Chess a current copy of the State
Chapter’s approved Bylaws, Articles of Association, or equivalent document.
7. Directly sponsor and hold (or arrange for) an annual US Chess rated State Championship
and annual US Chess rated State Scholastic Championship(s) for players K-12. Use these
events or other selection methods approved by the Chapter to identify players to potentially
represent their state at prestigious US Chess national events for various ages and other
groups. Such events may be in-person or online events.
8. Encourage organizers across the state to hold tournaments, and be involved in tournament
coordination within the State and with the US Chess Tournament Clearinghouse
Representative.
9. Regularly provide chess players in the state with information about the Chapter’s activities
in areas such as, but not limited to, governance, tournaments, player recognition, and
chapter initiatives. The means for accomplishing this function is the State Chapter’s
decision.
10. Promote membership in the US Chess Federation and participation in local, state,
regional, and national US Chess rated tournaments.
11. Respond in a timely manner to information requests or requests for assistance from US
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Chess.
PROPOSED REVISION to the Text for DACI 1991-27, State Chapter Requirements and
Recommendations.
Purpose: These recommendations supplement the functions and responsibilities of State
Chapters given in the Bylaws.
Recommended Actions for State Chapters. Each State Chapter should:
1. Support chess throughout the state and exhibit geographical representation in tournament
sponsorship.
2. Designate a coordinator for scholastic chess to promote participation in local, state,
regional, and national scholastic events.
3. Designate a coordinator for women and girls to promote participation in local, state,
regional, and national women’s and girls events.
REFERRED to States and Affiliates Committee for further study
Delegate Jim Eade (CA-N) introduced the following motion. Various delegates spoke both for
and against the motion before the maker withdrew it.
DM21-27/NDM21-01 (Jim Eade, CA-N)
Move to have the Delegates establish a committee at the 2022 annual meeting to perform a
cost/benefit of the effects of implementing OMOV. The EB shall appoint a liaison to that
committee and work together to deliver a Delegate's report for the 2023 annual meeting.
WITHDRAWN
Delegate Jim Eade (CA-N) introduced the following motion expressing an intent to refrain from
taking up space in Chess Life magazine with governance information. A point of order indicating
that the motion was not within the purview of the delegates according to the Bylaws led the
maker of the motion to withdraw it.
DM21-28/NDM21-02 (Jim Eade, CA-N)
Move to require a majority EB vote to approve a President’s message in “Chess Life,” prior to its
publication.
WITHDRAWN
Delegate Hal Terrie (NH) introduced the following motion, indicating that the change was to
allow for the scheduling of the US Open in 2022. Delegates spoke for and against the motion and
a more than one friendly amendment was accepted in an attempt to make it more acceptable to
delegates.
DM21-29/NDM21-03 (Hal Terrie, NH)
Move to Change DACI 1999-09
A. In the second sentence, change “no later than August 15” to “no later than the second full
week in August (week defined as starting on a Monday and ending on a Sunday).”
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B. Delete the final sentence.
FAILED
Delegate Leila D’Aquin (LA) introduced the following motion. She spoke of the intent to be
more egalitarian and to bring more people into governance. She quoted state membership
statistics relevant to the current apportionment of delegates to make her point. Delegate Bob
Messenger (MA) pointed out other areas of the Bylaws that would be affected by the motion and
moved to refer the motion to the Bylaws Committee.
DM21-30/NDM21-04 (Leila D’Aquin, LA)
Move to Amend Bylaw Art V section 2 to provide that the Board of Delegates shall be composed
of the EB, the DAL, and 130 delegates; each state with 100 or more members must have 2
Delegates; each with 500 or more must have 3 delegates; the remaining delegate seats shall be
apportioned among the states in proportion to their resident US Chess membership as of May 31.
Add:
Delegates must be appointed by their State Associations no later than February 1st. Any delegate
seats not filled by appointment by that date shall become additional seats for single year
Delegates at Large who may be appointed at the Membership meeting.
REFERRED to Bylaws Committee for study
Delegate Lawrence Cohen (IL) introduced this motion by explaining the reason he considers it
necessary for organizers. Others pointed out that there is already a rule providing guidelines for
refunds. Bob Messenger (MA) moved to refer the motion to the Rules Committee.
DM21-31/NDM21-05 (Lawrence Cohen, IL)
The USCF publish (and send out to organizers) a stated policy for refunding Entry Fees.
REFERRED to Rules Committee for further study
DM21-32/NDM21-06 (Mike Hoffpauir, VA)
Moved that this body thank Mike Nolan for serving as parliamentarian, the Election Committee
and Chief Teller Ranae Bartlett, the Delegates, the US Open Team, the Tournament Directors
and Chess Control for the US Open and Invitationals, all of my colleagues on the Executive
Board, our Committee Chairs and Members, and the US Chess Staff.
PASSED by acclamation
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APPENDIX A
DELEGATES IN ATTENDANCE (76)
Kenneth Sloan (AL)
Camilla Malchoff (AK)
James Eade (CA-N)
Abel Talamantez (CA-N)
Dewain Barber (CA-S)
Randall Hough (CA-S)
Jim Mennella (CA-S)
Steven Morford (CA-S)
Paul Covington (CO)
Alex Lumelsky (CT)
Jon Haskel (FL)
Matthew Kolcz (FL)
Kevin Pryor (FL)
Bryan Tillis (FL)
David Blair (GA)
Fun Fong (GA)
Maureen Grimaud (GA)
David Hater (GA)
Adam Porth (ID)
Bill Brock (IL)
Lawrence Cohen (IL)
Randy Bauer (IA)
Eric Vigil (IA)
Allen Priest (KY)
Joan Priest (KY)
Leila D’Aquin (LA)
Michael Dudley (ME)
Chris Kim (MD)
John Rockefeller (MD)
Jeffrey Caruso (MA)
Bob Messenger (MA)
Tony Rich (MO)
John Fernandez (MO)
Michael Nolan (NE)
Alex Relyea (NH)
Hal Terrie (NH)
Nicholas Carlson (NJ)
Steve Doyle (NJ)

Leroy Dubeck (NJ)
Dov Gorman (NJ)
Michael Khodarkovsky (NJ)
Anand Mishra (NJ)
Kameliia Sharuda (NJ)
Hal Sprechman (NJ)
Sreenivas Alampalli (NY)
Sandeep Alampalli (NY)
Kimberly Doo (NY)
Michael Ellenbogen (NY)
Steve Immitt (NY)
Beatriz Marinello (NY)
Danny Rohde (NY)
Sophia Rohde (NY)
Harold Scott (NY)
Harold Stenzel (NY)
Sunil Weeramantry (NY)
Chuck Unruh (OK)
David Grimaud (SC)
John McCrary (SC)
Alan Kantor (TN)
Chris Prosser (TN)
Kacy Hockett (TX)
Alex Onischuk (TX)
Louis Reed (TX)
Wendy Reed (TX)
Alexey Root (TX)
Julio Sadorra (TX)
James Stallings (TX)
Tim Steiner (TX)
Matt Crossette (UT)
David Day (UT)
Michael Hoffpauir (VA)
Andrew Rea (VA)
Ernest Schlich (VA)
Sandy Hoffman (WI)
Guy Hoffman (WI)
Mike Nietman (WI)
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